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Dragon’s teeth—the prevention of vehicular access to 
common land 
 
1. The aim of using dragon’s teeth around the perimeter of a common is to 

prevent vehicular access to the land. 
 

We know of three types of dragon’s teeth 
 

2 a.  Large boulders weighing approximately 900 lbs each are buried 
  approximately 20 inches into the ground. This type is used by the 
  Malvern Hills Conservators and appears to be reasonably  
  effective. 

 b.  Metal shin-rails made from one-inch-square bars fixed to similar 
  uprights with earth placed around the bars leaving a low mound 
  (used on the common, Southampton). 

 c.  Lengths of wood (stakes or staves) buried in the ground so a  
  short length protrudes above the surface of the ground. 
 

Specification  
 

3 a.  They must not be an eyesore. Use local materials                
          sympathetically. 

 b.  Dragon’s teeth must be cost effective compared to fencing 
 c.  The teeth must be placed close enough together to prevent     

  vehicles driving through them. 
 d.  The teeth must be incapable of being passed over without the     

      near certainty of substantial damage occurring to the vehicle. 
 e.  The material must be strong to prevent it being destroyed. 
 f.  They must be incapable of being removed within a short period 

  of time. 
 g.  They must be easy to plant/erect. (Dragon’s teeth can easily be 

  put in by council workers or volunteers.) 
 h.  The materials must be readily obtainable. (Wood from the            

     common itself can be used so that the dragon’s teeth can be       
      swiftly replaced if they rot or become damaged.)  
 i. They must be high enough to prevent vehicles driving over them. 

 j.  There must be no obstacles to pedestrians and animals. 
 
Design suggestion 

 
4 a.  Posts to be used—tanalised or cellcured, round, stripped, pine

 fence posts six inches in diameter x 66 inches in length. The 
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 posts should be pointed at their smallest end to be four to five 
 inches in diameter.  This end is then buried in the ground.  
 Price   quotations   can  be  obtained from: 

  Dudmaston Sawmill Ltd, Quatt, Nr Bridgnorth, Shropshire 
 WV156QQ, tel 01746  780388:
 http://www.dudmastonsawmillnrbridgnorth.co.uk          

 b. The top of the posts should be stapled with two 54-inch length of 
  five-mm galvanised steel wire, stapled at three-inch intervals     
  with two-inch staples 24 inches down the post and across its top 
  in four equally-spaced positions. 

 c. They should be planted 48 inches in the ground so 18 inches  
  protrude above the ground. 

 d. They should be placed approximately 30-50 inches apart around 
the perimeter of the land. 

 e.  In extreme cases, a second row within staggered intervening 
spaces placed six feet beyond the first can be used. 

 f. It may be prudent to place notices of the existence of dragon’s 
teeth around the perimeter, as the teeth may become concealed 
by long grass and present a hazard to horse-riders (but care 
must be taken that notices don’t suburbanise the common). 

 g. The effectiveness of the design suggestion should be monitored 
so that the design can be refined if necessary in the light of site 
experience. 
 
 

Consent for Works and Exemptions 
 

5. Section 43 of the Commons Act 2006 (in force in England with effect 
from 1 October 2007, and not in force in Wales) provides that consent 
is not required from the Secretary of State (under section 38 of the 
Act). The exemption allows a row of obstacles to be placed on a 
common to prevent unauthorised vehicles from driving onto the 
common. This is limited to a total length of 200 metres. 
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‘Dragon's teeth’ on Yew Tree Heath, New Forest 
These wooden stumps are found alongside the roads throughout the New 
Forest, and are one of the Forestry Commission's methods of preventing 
vehicular access to the heathland. In the 1960s the numbers of tourists 
camping and caravanning on the open forest swelled and in the early 1970s 
these posts and ditches were dug to protect the Forest. Official campsites 
were created throughout the Forest to cater for visitors. 
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